trained to study specific animal disease problems using the comparative method and emphasizing comparison to the human.

Another need is training through fellowships to provide interim post-doctoral training at medical research institutions for veterinarians, psychologists, and zoologists, and to induce thorough study methods and laboratory procedures used in human medicine and duplicated in animal disease research. Such training would provide a better appreciation of animal diseases that are potentially important to human health research, and how they might be adapted to human health research methods.

Special fellowships should be made available for physicians to work in veterinary schools, zoological parks, or animal colonies to learn the clinical and pathological aspects of animal disease. Behavioral scientists working in medical research programs would then become familiar with the impact of various behavioral problems on diseased conditions developing in animals.

Integrated programs in which the joint research efforts between those trained in animal disease and those trained in human medicine must be developed. The appointment of full-time investigators using the comparative method to study animal disease models is strongly recommended. Such joint research could take place between medical schools and zoological parks, between veterinary schools and medical schools, or between any institutions conducting research in human health and having access to a large animal population, properly trained veterinary pathologists, and other animal health specialists. Many existing resources of animal disease material are not utilized to full capacity for contributing to comparative medicine.

Support for specific studies of the physiology of adaptation, the effects of environment on animal health, the interrelationship between diseases and the interrelationship between behavior and disease are also recommended.

WILLIAM I. GAY
National Institute of General Medical Sciences, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland 20014
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unmatched set for impressive results from
DISC ACRYLAMIDE ELECTROPHORESIS

High resolution zone technique for separating a wide range of complex proteins, tissue extracts and plant tissue using polyacrylamide gel. The Shandon Disc Electrophoresis is convenient, rapid, versatile and 100 times more sensitive than starch gel techniques. You can process eight tubes at once. Use of acrylic plastic wherever possible reduces danger of breakage to a minimum. The complete unit, except power supply, but including extra tube closures, etc., is priced at $225. Send for descriptive bulletin.

PREPARATIVE ACRYLAMIDE APPARATUS

An extension of the disc electrophoresis unit, this apparatus removes the sample components as they separate out and carries them through a tube into an ultraviolet analyzer head for further testing. The Shandon Preparative Apparatus is easy to use, highly efficient and essentially trouble-free. Acrylic plastic is used wherever possible to eliminate breakage. Price, excluding power supply: $505. For literature, write Shandon Scientific Company, Inc., 515 Broad Street, Sewickley, Pennsylvania 15143 (Pittsburgh District).

SHANDON
WHAT IS MISSING FROM THIS STRIP CHART?

E-C COLUMN MONITOR
won't miss them if they're there.
This new instrument will detect changes in concentration of any solute—without
damaging the sample.
■ Wide range of 0.3 to above 20 mgs./ml,
with a linear response.
■ Cell volume of only 16 microliters.
■ Monolithic integrated circuits
incorporated into a simple design which
guarantees a consistent performance.
■ Requires minimum bench space—
9" x 7" x 12"
Now for the first time you can get a
versatile and completely reliable
instrument for the effortless analysis of
column effluents.

EC
APPARATUS CORPORATION
ELECTROPHORESIS & COUNTERCURRENT
705 ST. MARKS STREET
UNIVERSITY CITY, PHILA., PA. PHONE 215-2-9100:

A noted expert on the scientific scene analyzes the very awkward new relationship between pure science and the United States government

THE POLITICS OF PURE SCIENCE

By Daniel S. Greenberg, News Editor of Science and a research fellow at Johns Hopkins University, "The most valuable book yet written about a neglected dimension of science (and scientists) in Society."—Harold D. Lasswell, Professor of Law and Political Science, Yale University. To be published January 23 (reserve now at your bookstore), $7.95.
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Econo-Cage Disposables
...the lowest-cost cages on the market

If you’re looking for ways to save money, use a #21 Econo-Cage Disposable. It costs less than you pay for time, labor and equipment to clean and sterilize an ordinary cage. No problem getting rid of one, either. It incinerates with 1%-2% residue.

Of course, you can reuse it if you prefer. Econo-Cages are precision molded of clear, sturdy polystyrene by the leading manufacturer of plastic cages. They stand by themselves, without supports.

This cage is roomy. It meets NIH standards, and houses up to eight mice in a 11/2” x 7/8” x 5” deep space. It can be fitted with either our #22D or 22H lid, illustrated in our catalog.

See for yourself why this is the best buy in disposable cages on the market—why more and more hospital, government, and private breeding and testing labs are using this low-cost rigid cage for mice.

Call your Econo-Cage distributor for complete details and prices...or send for our new catalog showing our complete line of disposable and permanent cages for mice, rats, hamsters, and guinea pigs.
Choose *exactly* the peristaltic pump you need — single- or dual-head, with single, multiple or variable delivery rates that are constant to ± 1% — even at levels as low as 0.03 and as high as 7.5 ml per minute. Quiet, contamination-free, they're so reliable they can be trusted in the most delicate and demanding applications. Write to Coleman Instruments Division, Perkin-Elmer Corporation, 42 Madison St., Maywood, Illinois 60153. Bulletin S-EB-3A.
NEW FROM THE NOW PEOPLE OF PERCIVAL

Don’t the new environmental chambers that you’ve seen at the recent shows make you wish that you had ordered one before now? Well why wish any longer? Phone us, collect, from anywhere in the U.S.A. and one (or several) of the models shown can be on its way to you within hours. If you need assistance in choosing the right model, or if special accessories or modifications will be required to tailor our chambers to your specific needs, write and ask for the name of your nearest Percival representative. Through him...

OUR EXPERIENCE BECOMES YOUR PROTECTION

PERCIVAL REFRIGERATION & MFG. CO.
1442 Walnut Street Des Moines, Iowa 50307

THE KLETT FLUORIMETER

Designed for the rapid and accurate determination of thiamin, riboflavin, and other substances which fluoresce in solution. The sensitivity and stability are such that it has been found particularly useful in determining very small amounts of these substances.

KLETT SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS
PHOTOELECTRIC COLORIMETERS • BIO-COLORIMETERS
GLASS ABSORPTION CELLS • COLORIMETER NEPHELOMETERS • KLETT REAGENTS • COLONY MARKER AND TALLY

Klett Manufacturing Co., Inc.
179 EAST 87TH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

IDIOM-MAKES PROBLEM SOLVING SIMPLE

IDIOM can be used alone or interfaced with any computer. It has a versatile instruction repertoire that uniquely suits it to such applications as computer-aided design, simulation, on-line process control, computer-aided instruction, management information, command and control, information retrieval, human factor studies, medical research, and more, and more, and more.

FLEXIBLE
IDIOM has its own programmable, expandable, 4096 x 16 bit, random access memory. It is free standing and requires no external computer for message composing and editing, for light pen tracking, or for display refreshing.

SELF-CONTAINED
IDIOM accepts input directly in your language and is ideal for man-machine dialog. With a light pen, keyboard, track ball or other man-input device you feed graphic or alphanumeric data directly into the computer and your answer comes back as graphics or alphanumeric immediately usable without conversion.

PEOPLE LANGUAGE
IDIOM accepts input directly in your language and is ideal for man-machine dialog. With a light pen, keyboard, track ball or other man-input device you feed graphic or alphanumeric data directly into the computer and your answer comes back as graphics or alphanumeric —immediately usable without conversion.

PROBLEM SOLVING MACHINE
IDIOM, because it solves so many kinds of problems so efficiently, solves your problem of buying enough of the right kind of computation equipment for a variety of applications. Whether your basic need is for display or computation, whether your system can operate independently or must be interfaced with your present equipment, IDIOM is your answer. If interfaced with your present computer, IDIOM greatly expands computer useability because only large scale data manipulation and storage need be done in the central computer. IDIOM comes with a wide variety of options to suit it to a wide variety of applications.

IDIOM is another advance from IDI.
Want more data? Drop us a card for the descriptive brochure.
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a new easy to use direct reading laboratory conductivity bridge

The YSI Model 31 Conductivity Bridge is brand new and specifically designed for laboratory use. Measure conductivity and resistivity with convenience, speed, and accuracy at 60 cycles or 1 kc. Use it over the entire range of electrolytic conductance from demineralized water to strong acids.

A unique multiplier scale, overlapping the basic scale, permits fast, easy direct reading. A high intensity parallel bar electron ray tube provides easy, exact determination of null. Line cord and electrodes are located out of the way.

Specifically designed for the laboratory, the YSI Model 31 is the most easy to use conductivity bridge available. Three new laboratory designed precision conductivity cells also are available. Ask us for full details.

YELLOW SPRINGS INSTRUMENT CO.
YELLOW SPRINGS, OHIO
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THERMOLYNE CORPORATION
2555 KERPER BLVD.
DUBUQUE, IOWA 52011 U.S.A.

"A subsidiary of Ritter-Pfaltzgraff Corporation"
HOLD "STILL" FOR ANOTHER BELLCO FIRST . . . .

The first scientific glassware designers to market a high productivity glass still a decade ago, now introduce a completely automatic ALL-GLASS water still AND collection system.

- All glass heating element
- Compact in size and design
- Lowest cost per liter of any competitive still
- Automatically turns off water and element when reservoir is full or water source fails
- Produces distilled water either from tap, or previously de-ionized or distilled water
- Need not be disassembled to be cleaned
- Two models available — 4 liters per hour
  8 liters per hour

Write or call:

Bellco GLASS INC.
Dept. SM12 VINELAND, NEW JERSEY 08360 • AREA CODE 609, 691-1075
Mix & Dispense
Two Gases
to ±0.05% Accuracy
with the
CALI-GAS
MIXING
PUMP

Ideal for
• Instrumentation Standardization • Critical Mixing
Requirements • Metering Gases • Gas Standards

Two pistons, timed to each other, enables the i/a
Cali-Gas Mixing Pump to combine and dispense
two pure gases to highly accurate calibration
ranges. Complete with two pumps, bronze gears,
oil bath housing and plastic case — $775.

For Complete Information, Write:
INSTRUMENTATION ASSOCIATES, INC.
17 West 60th St. New York, N.Y. 10023 (212) 245-0840

Viscosity directly
in centipoises . . .

HOEPLER VISCOMETER
PRECISION MODEL

Hoeplcr Viscometer provides a fast, accurate
method of determining viscosity of gases, liqu-
ids, oils, plastics, syrups, viscous tars and dark
liquids. From 0°C to 100°C. Direct readings
in centipoises (or centistokes). From 0.01 to
1,000,000 centipoises. Accuracy 0.1% to 0.5%.
Small sample (10cc) required. Results consistent
and reproducible. Price $350. Interchangeable
spare parts available.

Write for Bulletin HV-303.

UBBELOHDE VISCOMETER
on the principle of the suspended level

A capillary-type viscometer for determining the kinematic vis-
cosity of any true viscous liquid, such as petroleum products
or lubricants. See American Society for Testing Materials,
A.S.T.M. Designation D 2535.

Measures viscosity with an error not greater than ±0.1%, when
used at efflux times at 80-1000 seconds. The smallest listed
kapillary is used for light fuel oil or kerosene, the others for
lubricating oils. The temperature of the bath should be con-
trolled within ±0.02°F.

In all capillary sizes as called for by the A.S.T.M.—calibrated
Metal frame to fit capillary, $7.50.

Write for Bulletin UV-514

Fish-Schurman

High intensity,
infrared...

spot heater

NO CONTAMINATION

LAMP 250W
250W

4" DIAM. 4" DIAM. 4" DIAM.

FOCUS REFLECTOR REFLECTOR REFLECTOR

Auxiliary reflector may be removed or cut away to accommo-
date the heated item.

Here’s clean, quick, precisely con-
trollable heat for small parts. A
high-intensity, iodine-cycle lamp
with 5400°F tungsten filament
provides energy that is concen-
trated by an elliptical reflector on
one very small spot. Heating rate
and maximum temperature de-
pend on absorptivity of the part
heated. Reflector has provisions
for air cooling.

APPLICATIONS: Soldering, glass-
metal sealing, stress relieving, ignit-
ing, decoating.

Research, Inc.
R-I CONTROLS DIVISION
BOX 6164 MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55424